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Scope and Coverage

The Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Religion seeks to provide
accurate and dispassionate information about the world’s many
religions and topics of research and debate.

This encyclopediaspans 20 plus subfields from Ancient Religions to
Religion and Science.It covers following sub fields of the subject
religion:

Kind of Information

The Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Religion aims to be a
comprehensive and dynamic resource. The essays will range from
short entries to major studies, and will encompass the study of
scriptures, practices, social contexts, and history across religious
traditions, various eras and places from diverse perspectives.
In this encyclopedia, the articles are provided with following kind of
information for the given topic:
 Title of the article with the name of the author, main subject
of the article, online publication date, DOI number of the
article.
 Summary and Keywords
 The comprehensive description of the given topic under
various headings and sub headings
 Review of the Literature
 Sources of information
 Primary Sources
 Links to Digital Materials (Sometimes)
 Further Reading
 Notes
Example: Four Noble Truths
 Author of the article: Carol S. Anderson
Subject:Buddhism
Online Publication Date:Aug 2016
DOI:10.1093/acrefore/9780199340378.013.180
 Summary of the article in 11 lines and following
keywords:
four noble truths, enlightenment, buddha, Gautama
Buddha, Pali Buddhist canon, buddhaghosa, Pali
language
 The comprehensive description of the given topic under
following headings and sub headings:
 The Four Noble Truths as a Fundamental
Teaching

 What the Four Noble Truths Mean
 The Four Noble Truths in the Pali Canon
The First Truth:Dukkhaṃ
The Second Truth:Samudayo(Arising)
The Third Truth:Nirodho(Ending)
The Fourth Truth:Paṭipadā(Way)
 Variations on the Four Noble Truths
 Grammatical Inconsistencies
 Grammatical Inconsistencies Resolved
 Absence of the Four Noble Truths
 Translating the “Four Noble Truths”
 Review of the literature
 Further Reading: 20 literatures
 Note: 39

Special Features
 All articles are written and peer reviewed by certified experts
of the topic.
 Reference articles are monitored by experts to ensure fresh
and timely updates reflect new insights.
 Engaged community of authors, scholars and students to build
a better reference platform of enduring academic values.
 It provides free access while articles and content grow to
substantial numbers.
 Visual and audio materials will enrich the articles in ways that
print encyclopedias could not.

 The articles of this encyclopedia can be collected as a pdf
copy.
 The encyclopedia also gives provision to mail and print its
articles.
 The encyclopedia is connected with followings:

 The article holds DOI numbers

Arrangement Pattern

The encyclopedia have arranged their articles under the following sub
fields of Religion:
 Ancient Religion
 Biblical Studies
 Biographies and Works
 Buddhism
 Christianity
 Comparative Religions
 Global Perspectives on Religion
 Hinduism
 Islamic Studies
 Judaism and Jewish Studies
 Literary and Textual Studies
 Mysticism and Spirituality
 Myth and Legend
 New Religions

 Religion and Art
 Religion and Politics
 Religion and Science
 Religion in America
 Rituals, Practices, and Symbolism
 Sociology, Anthropology, and Psychology of Religion
 Theology and Philosophy of Religion

The articles under each sub field can be sort by following ways:

Remarks

The Oxford research encyclopedias of Religion are supported by the
world’s leading scientists, researchers, experts and scholars in the
discipline. Articles are commissioned by Oxford’s senior reference
editors and vetted by editorial boards of international experts.
The goal of this encyclopedia is to create a high-level, ever-evolving,
up-to-date research encyclopedia that would support research in the
online environment. The Oxford Research Encyclopedia will provide
students and scholars with vetted, reliable, historiographicallyinformed and regularly updated online overview essays, enhanced
with a wide array of non-textual materials. It will evolve as the
discipline evolves, and will, in the long term, reach an unparalleled
level of comprehensiveness. We hope that this will become the go-to
resource for scholars and students of religion, and will serve as a new
model for scholarly reference in the digital age.
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